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CONTENT

how to connect the modules

2x clip system

A

1x hex key

E

2x screw

B

2x washer

C

Start by unpacking everything carefully. Make sure to cover the floor to prevent any 
damage or scratching (you can use the cardboard box for this).

Diphano cannot be held responsible if the assembly instructions are not followed properly.
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UNSCREW CLIP SYSTEMS

ATTACH TO FIRST MODULE

Use the hex key (D) to unscrew the clip systems 
which you can fi nd on the bottom of the module.

Attach one side of the aluminium clip system onto the hole on the side of the 
module (see image). Repeat the same action for the second clip system. 

Caution: Do not yet fi x the screws too tight. 
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PLACE SECOND MODULE

ATTACH MODULES

Place the second module next to the first one.

Attach the other side of both aluminium clip systems onto the second module.  
Then tighten all screws. 
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how to adjust the feet

Check with a spirit level if the modules are placed level. If not, (un)screw the  
adjustable feet until your concept is completely level. This ensures each module  

can be leveled so it fits perfectly to the next module.
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how to fi xate the seat cushion

Each module is standard equiped with velcro strips (secured strips can easily be 
unfastened if necessary). Place the seat cushion on the module so the velcro parts 

on the seat cushion matches the velcro parts on the module. 
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maintenance & care

POWDERCOATED ALUMINIUM

FABRICS

Simply brush away loose dirt, rinse, and clean with a mild, lukewarm  
soapy solution. Rinse thoroughly and pat dry with a cloth.

Simply brush away loose dirt. Spray on a cleaning solution of water and mild
soap. Use a soft bristle brush to clean and allow cleaning solution to soak into the

fabric. Rinse thoroughly until all soap residue is removed and allow to air-dry.

Simply brush away loose dirt, rinse, and clean with a mild, lukewarm soapy  
solution. Rinse thoroughly and pat dry with a cloth. If the teak is 100% dry and  

free of dust, you can apply our Teak stain protector to make it repellent to water  
and moisture. Avoid the use of abrasive products and solvents and  

high pressure cleaning.

Teak stain protector
Saturates teak to make it repellent to water and 

moisture. Helps to prevent stains (e.g. wine stains,  
barbecue stains...). Easy to apply. Transparent finishing.

NATURAL TEAK

30°
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